Expression of ecto-adenosine deaminase and CD26 in human T cells triggered by the TCR-CD3 complex. Possible role of adenosine deaminase as costimulatory molecule.
The expression of surface adenosine deaminase (ADA) and CD26 in activated human T cells was studied by flow cytometry. PBLs and CD3+ or CD4+ cells, when subjected to a variety of stimuli (anti-CD3 Abs plus IL-2 or phorbol esters), presented two structurally different cell populations, which differed in size and cellular complexity (populations B1 and B2). In PBLs triggered by an anti-CD3 mAb there was no significant increase of expression of either surface ADA or CD26 in cells of population B1, whose structure is similar to that of nonstimulated cells. In contrast, there was a significant increase in the percentage of expression of ADA and CD26 in the population B2, which corresponds to structurally more complex and larger cells. In the case of activation via TCR-CD3 but in the presence of IL-2 or via phorbol esters, the increase was found in cells from both populations, but B2 cells always showed a higher percentage of expression than B1 cells. The results of increased expression of surface ADA and CD26 were similar in whole T cells or in purer preparations such as CD3+ or CD4+ lymphocytes. Polyclonal Abs against ADA were not able to induce an activation response in T cells even when cross-linked by a secondary Ab. Interestingly, these Abs produced anergy in CD4+ cells subjected to an anti-CD3 stimulus. In contrast, addition of ADA produced an enzyme-independent synergism in the response through the TCR-CD3 complex. In T cells, ADA and CD26 colocalized on the surface of T cells; thus, the effect of exogenous ADA seems to be mediated by CD26 molecules that are not interacting with endogenous ADA (spare CD26 molecules). The presence of spare CD26 molecules on the surface of CD4+ cells was demonstrated by flow cytometry in the presence of exogenous ADA and also by confocal microscopy. The set of results strongly indicates that ADA binding to CD26 produces a costimulatory response in T cell activation events.